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Kongsberg K-Sync
1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Synchronizing Unit schedules the echo sounders to transmit according to trigger groups. There are a total of 16 trigger groups and any number of echo sounders can be assigned to a group (zero or more). Each group is triggered consecutively, while the echo sounders assigned to a group are triggered at the same time. Once it is determined (by reading feedback signals) or estimated (based on user settings) that all echo sounders in the current group have completed their ping cycle, then the next group is triggered. All groups are triggered in round-robin fashion. The duration of each group is not fixed and depends upon what the maximum active period is for the echo sounders in that group.

Echo sounders can be taken out of the schedule without changing the group schedule, by simply disabling it. If a group does not contain any available echo sounders, then that group is skipped.

The Synchronizing Unit system consists of two main components:

- A Workstation PC running the Synchronizing Unit (SU) application.
- A Synchronizing Unit that interfaces with the echo sounders.

Figure 1  System Overview

The Synchronizing Unit application provides the user interface, which allows monitoring of status, modifying settings, trigger schedule as well as performing diagnostics. The application needs to run and be connected to the Synchronizing Unit in order for the system to initialize and be operational. However, once the system is running, the application can be shut down and disconnected completely while the Synchronizing Unit continues to control the triggering of echo sounders.
The Synchronizing Unit controls pinging and receives status from the echo sounders via the signal interface. A trigger output is provided for each echo sounder as well as inputs for receiving feedback signals from echo sounders. Feedback signals are not required, but will be used when available. If feedback signals are not available, the Synchronizing Unit can estimate the period required for the echo sounder to become ready.
2 TRIGGER GROUPS

The trigger groups are the basis for the scheduling of the echo sounders. The Synchronizing Unit uses the runtime parameters to determine the individual timing of the echo sounders, while the trigger groups specify in what order and which echo sounders will transmit together.

The display consists of two parts:

1. Active group indicator (see Fig. Trigger status on page 7).
2. Trigger schedule.

The active group indicator shows which group is currently active. Groups that do not have any echo sounders assigned to them are skipped. A maximum of 16 groups can be scheduled. Since each echo sounder has different timing requirements, the duration of each group will depend upon which echo sounders are assigned to the group (i.e. longest active period of the echo sounders).

Figure 2  Trigger status

Trigger status shows which is the current group and which group each echo sounder is assigned to

The trigger schedule shows one system per row, and the trigger groups are shown across. A green LED designates that the echo sounder has been assigned to that group. To modify the schedule, click configure. And check the groups that an echo sounder should be assigned to (see Fig. Trigger groups on page 8).
Figure 3  Trigger groups

Trigger group configuration dialogue allows user to assign echo sounders to trigger groups

2.1 Trigger display

The trigger display is a real-time display that shows the current state of each echo sounder plotted across time. There are two plots for each echo sounder:

1. Trigger plot
2. State plot

The trigger plot shows a pulse whenever the Synchronizing Unit is triggering the echo sounder. This line is blue.

The state plot shows the current state based on scheduling and feedback signals and is conveyed by its colour.

Table 1  Interpretation of trigger display plots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger plot</th>
<th>State plot</th>
<th>Gray line</th>
<th>Red line</th>
<th>Red pulse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green line</td>
<td>Echo sounder has been disabled by operator or the echo sounder is in Standby state (i.e. timed out/not ready)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red line</td>
<td>Echo sounder is currently transmitting, receiving and/or processing samples (i.e. not ready)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red pulse</td>
<td>Echo sounder acknowledged that a transmit occurred (width of pulse is always constant)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each trigger group is visually separated by the vertical group line in yellow.

By inspecting the trigger chart for a particular group it is possible to see which echo sounder is taking the longest to complete the ping cycle. This echo sounder will have a red line that starts at the beginning and extends all the way to the end of the group.
Figure 4  OS 38 – Echo sounder

This plot shows an echo sounder, OS 38, which has the longest period in the group and consequently determines the overall ping rate for the groups it is assigned to.
3 ECHO SOUNDER STATUS

The individual states of the echo sounders are shown in the Echo sounder status display. For each echo sounder there is also a check box for enabling and disabling the system.

Figure 5 Echo Sounder Status

The Echo sounder status provides synchronizing status for each of the installed echo sounders

3.1 Enable/disable echo sounder

Even if an echo sounder is scheduled, it can be overridden by enable/disable setting. If enabled (checked) it will be triggered according to the schedule, if disabled (unchecked) it will not be triggered even if scheduled. This setting is seen in the check box on the left hand side of the Echo sounder status area of the user interface.
4 DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

The diagnostic display shows the signal level on each input and output of the Synchronizing Unit. There are 48 inputs (feedback signals) and 16 outputs (trigger signals).

In Fig. Diagnostic Display on page 11, the dialogue for the diagnostic display is shown. The label next to each LED describes which module and pin number as well as terminal ID the state is associated with. The module and pin number refer to the physical connections inside the Synchronizing Unit, while the terminal ID refer to the selections in the installation settings.

Note

The LEDs refer to the actual voltage level on the input (referred to as 5 V). If signal conditioning has been applied, the states may become inverted.

Figure 6 Diagnostic Display

The Diagnostic Display dialogue shows the signal level of each digital input and output.
5 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Some of the timing and signal specifications with respect to the K–Sync are listed in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display resolution (horizontal)</td>
<td>50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display width:</td>
<td>10, 30 or 60 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. trigger groups:</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing resolution of synchronization:</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available signal inputs:</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max systems/trigger outputs:</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported signal levels (inputs and outputs):</td>
<td>TTL and RS-232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal latency (feedback signal to trigger output):</td>
<td>40 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported depth datagram input:</td>
<td>• EMx: D, X, and E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• EA 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• NMEA: DPT and DBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 DRAWINGS
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